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sense to let him go into business. They could, however, and did
use him as their agent and behind the scenes Papen was extremely
active as the connecting link between that section of big business
which does not go into politics but likes discreetly to influence
them and the aristocracy whose schemes occasionally require
subsidies. That did not take up a great deal of time. He still fre-
quented race meetings and ballrooms and was still occasionally
to be seen as a gentleman rider, but he was getting a little old
for that sort of diversion and he turned bookish. He began to
read and to read politics. A conventional Catholic, it was easy
for him to develop the mystical creed of "Christian Conservatism"
which combined a desire to abolish the opportunities of the lower
classes for vicarious sexual excitement through pornographic
literature with the determination to preserve intact the rights and
privileges of the landed aristocracy. To him Moeller was a prophet,
and he was one of the earliest comers to the circle that gathered
round the Ring. In the light of his reading, which was almost
entirely confined to the Moeller type of literature and to the
greater literature which was at once that halting thinker's inspira-
tion and annoyance, he worked out his own curious philosophy
of the Christian Conservative state, in which there was no Pope
but very much a college of cardinals before whose edicts the
faithful bowed for their own good and salvation. His writings and
speeches, except when he is dealing with what he actually pro-
poses to do, are almost unintelligible, the rhetoric of a man who
has never known the common touch nor has any idea how ordinary
people think or feel, the true aristocratic thinker who is content
with the praise of immediate associates who do not necessarily
understand the rhetoric, but understand very well the intentions
of the writer. Both as "Christian Conservative" thinker and as
agent of big business he dabbled in practical politics precisely as
he had dabbled, first in espionage, then in political philosophy. He
was shrewd enough not to break with his co-religionists and so
ranked as a Centrist politician in the Prussian parliament, where
he was so far to the Right that he formed a party of one and dis-
tinguished himself by opposition to the "unholy" alliance of
Centrists and Socialists and by tirades against democracy.

